
I Intro. (Sept. 6, 2009) 

 We come now to the final two verses of 1 

John. This section is not tertiary, but a vital 

summary of the theology and practicum of the 

whole letter. We do well to heed John’s final 

words here. 

 Not without careful design, John begins 

with his third use of the word “know” in the 

paragraph. He says that we know two things, 

namely, that the Son of God has come and that He 

has given understanding (1Jn. 5:20a). The purpose 

of the understanding was that we might know Him 

who is true (5:20b). The culmination of that was 

that John’s readers were in Him who is true in His 

Son Jesus Christ (5:20c). His Son is “the true God 

and eternal life” (5:20d). John’s final practical 

exhortation is that his readers avoid idol worship 

(5:21). 

 

II Final Truths and Practice (1Jn. 5:20-21) 

 A. Two things we know (5:20a) 

1. (vs. 20a) Those two things are 

plainly stated: “And we know that the Son of God 

has come, and has given us understanding” 

(oi[damen de; o{ti oJ uiJo;" tou' qeou' h{kei [“to be in 
a place as the result of movement to, have come, 

be present”
1
; “have come, be present…of 

pers…abs.”
2
; “Perfective Present…The present 

tense may be used to emphasize that the results of 

a past action are still continuing…This usage is 

not very common…the Son of God has come and 

has given us understanding…The perfective 

present is here joined by kaiv to a perfect tense, 
illustrating its 

force.”
3
] kai; devdwken hJmi'n diavnoian [“the 

faculty of thinking, comprehending, and 

reasoning”
4
; “understanding, intelligence, mind as 

the organ of noei'n…Insight”
5
; “lit. a thinking 

through, or over, a meditation, reflecting, 

signifies…the faculty of knowing, understanding, 

or moral reflection…with a good significance, the 

faculty renewed by the Holy Spirit”
6
; “the 

reference is not to specific knowledge, nor to a 
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natural disposition, but to thinking [given by the 

Son of God] that is oriented to God.”
7
]). 

 The previous section made it clear that, 

“we know that no one who is born of God sins” 

(vs. 18a), and we also, “know that we are of God, 

and the whole world lies in the power of the evil 

one” (vs. 19). “And” here “we know (oi[damen) 
that the Son of God has come (h{kei),” something 

that would have been universally disputed by the 

antichrists, the proto-Gnostics, or false teachers, 

who did not know it. Why the disputation? It was 

because of the fact that summed up in the 

expression, “Son of God,” was a concept 

unbearable to them. The concept was that what 

they calculated to be a false claim, namely, that in 

the Man Jesus united in one Person was also God 

Himself. See Jn. 5:17-18. We have discussed it 

extensively, but the mindset of the proto-Gnostics 

was that it was not possible to have physical (evil) 

man united with spiritual (good) God. Their 

premise that the material realm was evil and the 

spiritual realm was good was simply false. There 

is nothing inherently evil about the material realm, 

and the spiritual is not inherently good either, just 

because it is spiritual. Evil spirits exist (Acts 

19:15-16)! Whatever the false teachers might 

believe and teach, the reality of this statement is 

that the Son of God has come with all the results 

(perfective present) entailed thereby. 

 The second thing that we know is that the 

Son of God who came, “has given us 

(devdwken perfect, active, indicative) 

understanding (diavnoian).” The perfect tense 

indicates that this is a gift that keeps on giving, 

that is, it has lingering results, meaning that the 

understanding not only stays in place, but also 

keeps expanding and growing. The reference in 

the Gk. term for “understanding” is “lit. a thinking 

through”
8
 and refers to “the faculty of thinking, 

comprehending, and reasoning”
9
 in the spiritual 

realm, “(an intelligence) by means of which we 

may know God. That is to say, the obedient 

Christian possesses the necessary spiritual capacity 

to know God and this capacity results from the 

coming of Christ to die…(It is a) spiritual 
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comprehension.”
10
 Thus believers have the 

capacity to grasp the essential nature of the person 

and work of Christ, indeed, the capacity to do the 

things that are pleasing in His sight. The pseudo-

intellectual, quasi-sophisticated proto-Gnostics in 

reality remained spiritually incapacitated by 

ignorance, lying as they did in the evil one (1Jn. 

5:19b). As Paul said with reference to mature 

believers, “we have the mind of Christ” (1Cor. 

2:16b). “But a natural man does not accept the 

things of the Spirit of God; for they are foolishness 

to him, and he cannot understand them, because 

they are spiritually appraised” (vs. 14). 

 B. The purpose of the understanding was 

that we might know Him who is true (5:20b). 

  1. (vs. 20b) It is conceivable that 

result could also be in view: “in order that we 

might know Him who is true” (i{na [“in final sense 
to denote purpose, aim, or goal in order that, 

that… i{na is found w. the pres. ind. only in 
passages where the subj. is also attested in the 

mss.; its presence is prob. due to corruption of the 

text…ginwvskomen”11; “Result clause with 

iJna…and the present active indicative, as is 

common with iJna…and the future indicative 

{John 7:3}. It is possible that here oj…was 

pronounced wj…as a subjunctive, but many old 

MSS. have iJna ginwskousin…{plainly indicative} 

in John 17:3, and in many other places in the N.T. 

the present indicative with iJna…occurs as a 

variant reading as in John 

5:20.”
12
] ginwvskwmen [“know, come to know…w. 

personal obj…God”
13
; “The…idea of appreciation 

as well as knowledge underlies several statements 

concerning the knowledge of God and His truth on 

the part of believers, e.g…such knowledge is 

obtained, not by mere intellectual activity, but by 

operation of the Holy Spirit consequent upon 

acceptance of Christ. Nor is such knowledge 

marked by finality”
14
; “to realize with inner affect 

and effect”
15
; “i{na with the indicative appears 

three times in the New Testament {R. 984}. The 
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Koine permits the use of this indicative, and it is 

employed here to indicate a result 

clause.”
16
] to;n ajlhqinovn [“pert. to being real, 

genuine, authentic, real”
17
; “The Adjective as 

Substantive…With masculine adjectives the 

substantives naturally suggest themselves out of 

the context or the nature of the case.”
18
; 

“true…genuine, real…Of God in contrast to other 

gods, who are not real”
19
; “The true God…has 

entered the world in Christ.”
20
; “As a divine 

attribute it has the sense of ‘reliable,’ ‘righteous,’ 

or ‘real’”
21
; “‘the real One’ as opposed to the 

fictional God of the heretics, the God that they 

made for themselves in their unregenerate, lying 

dianoia as men still do today. No one knows who 

God really is save the Son and he to whom the Son 

reveals him {Matt. 11:27; John 1:18}.”
22
]). 

 The purpose (or result - depending on the 

reading of the verb as indicative, ginwvskomen 
[result], or subjunctive, ginwvskwmen, [purpose] - 
more likely) of the gift of understanding is “in 

order that we might know Him who is true 

(ajlhqinovn),” meaning, “genuine, authentic, real”
23
 

“as opposed to the fictional God of the heretics, 

the God that they made for themselves in their 

unregenerate, lying dianoia as men still do today. 

No one knows who God really is save the Son and 

he to whom the Son reveals him (Matt. 11:27; 

John 1:18).”
24
 The reference in the pronoun, 

“Him,” is to the Father, that is, God as the 

Supreme One in view in the study of Theology 

Proper. The term “know” here goes beyond the 

knowledge of initial salvation to comprehend the 

whole prospect of the Christian life. 

 Doubtless, the antichrists claimed to know 

God, while bypassing Jesus Christ. John 

proclaimed that to be an impossibility (1Jn. 2:22-

23). Jesus plainly taught the same thing, “He who 

does not honor the Son does not honor the Father 
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who sent Him” (Jn. 5:23b). Consequently, not 

responding to Jesus’ word means that one does not 

believe the Father either (vs. 24; Lk. 10:16). 

Whatever “god” the antichrists worshiped, it was 

not the real God, but an imaginary one. 

 C. The culmination of that was that John’s 

readers were in Him who is true in His Son Jesus 

Christ (5:20c). 

  1. (vs. 20c) The text reads 

accordingly: “and we are in Him who is true, in 

His Son Jesus Christ” (kai; ejsme;n ejn [“be in 
reference to location, persons, condition, or time, 

be…involving humans or transcendent beings”
25
; 

“Used w. prepositions…e[n tini of place…Of 

special interest is the expr. ejn tw'/ qew'/ ei\nai of 
humankind: have its basis of existence in God Ac 

17:28; of 

Christians”
26
] tw'/ ajlhqinw'/ ejn tw'/ uiJw'/ [“Salvation 

is being in the Son…which is being in the truth 

and not in evil.”
27
; “The Divine attributes are 

likewise indicated or definitely predicated of 

Christ”
28
] aujtou' [“He wrote aujtou', the 

antecedent of which is tw'/ ajlhqinw'/. We translate 

without the use of a comma: ‘And we are in the 

real One {God} in his Son Jesus Christ.’…Only in 

this way are we in God. Apart from the Son no one 

is in God {John 14:6}. He who denies the Son has 

not the Father {2:23}. This is the burden of the 

entire epistle.”
29
]  jIhsou' Cristw'/). 

 It is “we” believers, not the antichrists 

who, “are in Him,” that is, in the Father, “who is 

true (ajlhqinw'/)” meaning as above, “genuine, 

authentic, real.”
30
 Again the position and 

experience of the false teachers is “in the power of 

the evil one” (vs. 19b), not the true God. “In Him” 

here does not merely mean born of God as in 5:1. 

“The statement that ‘we are in Him’ recalls the 

same expression in 2:5 (‘by this we know that we 

are in Him’) which John immediately links to 

abiding in Him (2:6). As we have seen, ‘abiding’ 

is John’s description of the experience of ‘living 

as a disciple’ (cf. John 15:8). So the words ‘in 
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Him’ have a totally different meaning from Paul’s 

concept of being ‘in Christ,’ but refer instead to 

the ‘abiding life’ of obedience to God’s 

commands.”
31
 

 Believers are further said to be “in His Son 

Jesus Christ,” a statement rich with meaning 

regarding the Messiah. He is God’s Son. His bears 

the human name “Jesus” as directed by the Father 

through the angel to Joseph in Mt. 1:21 because 

He is the Savior, and He also has the title “Christ,” 

for He is the anointed One, the God-man, who will 

one day rule the world.  

The combined statement here is 

fundamentally in keeping with the Christology and 

theology of the entire letter. Notice that this 

statement is asyndeton with the previous, that is, 

there is no connecting particle of any kind. Many 

translations insert one, as does the NIV, “And we 

are in him who is true—even in his Son Jesus 

Christ.”
32
 But Lenski’s comments are perceptive 

and accurate: “We translate without the use of a 

comma: ‘And we are in the real One (God) in his 

Son Jesus Christ.’…Only in this way are we in 

God. Apart from the Son no one is in God (John 

14:6). He who denies the Son has not the Father 

(2:23). This is the burden of the entire epistle.”
33
 

The sense seems to be, “we are in Him…in His 

Son.” That is how we come to be in the Father! As 

a result, it is impossible to be in the true or real 

God without being in His Son Jesus Christ. Thus 

the one who does not have the Son does not have 

the God who sent Him. A person who has never 

understood this cannot be saved or be in 

fellowship with God. 

 D. His Son is “the true God and eternal 

life” (5:20d). 

  1. (vs. 20d) There is no reason to 

question that the reference is directly to Jesus 

Christ: “This is the true God and eternal life” 

(ou|to" [“On behalf of seeing Cristov" as the 
antecedent are the following arguments: [1] 

Although it is true that ajlhqino;" qeov" is not 
elsewhere referred to Christ, ajlhqeiva is, and is so 
in Johannine literature [John 14:6]. Further, 

ajlhqino;" qeov" is not a ‘constant . . epithet’ as 
Winer supposes, being found only in John 17:3 
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and 1 John 5:20! [2] Christ is also said to be zwhv 
in John’s writings [John 11:25; 14:6; 1 John 1:1–

2], an epithet nowhere else used of the Father. [3] 

The demonstrative pronoun, ou|to", in the Gospel 
and Epistles of John seems to be used in a 

theologically rich manner. Specifically, of the 

approximately seventy instances in which 

ou|to" has a personal referent, as many as forty-

four of them [almost two-thirds of the instances] 

refer to the Son. Of the remainder, most imply 

some sort of positive connection with the Son. 

What is most significant is that never is the Father 

the referent. For what it is worth, this datum 

increases the probability that  jIhsou' Cristw'/ is 
the antecedent in 1 John 5:20.”

34
; “ou|to" in 

Contrast with ejkei'no"…ou|to" does, as a rule, 
refer to what is near or last mentioned and ejkei'no" 
to what is remote…really refers to aujtou' 
{ejn tw'/ uiJw'/ aujtou' and so no difficulty 

exists…}”
35
] ejstin oJ ajlhqino;" [“denotes true in 

the sense of real, ideal, genuine; it is used…of 

Christ”
36
] qeo;" [“In the Gr-Rom. world the 

term…primarily refers to a transcendent being 

who exercises extraordinary control in human 

affairs or is responsible for bestowal of unusual 

benefits, deity, god, goddess”
37
; “God, god…Some 

writings in our lit. use the word q. w. ref. to Christ 
{without necessarily equating Christ with the 

Father}, though the interpretation of some of the 

pass. is in debate…1J 5:20 the interpretation is 

open to question.”
38
] kai; zwh; [“life…of the 

supernatural life belonging to God and Christ, 

which the believers will receive in the future, but 

which they also enjoy here and now…God and 

Christ…God as 

zwhv…zwh; aijwvnio"”39] aijwvnio" [“pert. to a 

period of unending duration, without end…of 

eternal life”
40
]). 

 The meaning here is undeniable. “This 

(‘The demonstrative pronoun, ou|to", in the 

Gospel and Epistles of John seems to be used in a 
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theologically rich manner. Specifically, of the 

approximately seventy instances in which 

ou|to" has a personal referent, as many as forty-

four of them {almost two-thirds of the instances} 

refer to the Son. Of the remainder, most imply 

some sort of positive connection with the Son. 

What is most significant is that never is the Father 

the referent.’
41
)” refers to Jesus Christ. He, like the 

Father, “is” also “the true God,” not that He is 

identical with the Father because they are two 

persons, albeit coequal persons in the Godhead, 

the same in substance but distinct in subsistence, 

as Warfield said. Moreover, this Son, the true God 

is also “eternal life” an “epithet nowhere else used 

of the Father.”
42
 Elsewhere, Jesus claimed to be 

life (Jn. 11:25; 14:6). Eternal life was a theme in 

connection with the Son in John’s introduction as 

well (1Jn. 1:1–2). We cannot refrain from 

referring to 5:11-13 again as well, which see. 

 E. John’s final practical exhortation is that 

his readers avoid idol worship (5:21). 

  1. (vs. 21) This is no simple 

pietistic statement. It follows logically from all the 

foregoing material of the letter: “Little children, 

guard yourselves from idols” (Tekniva [“{little} 
child, voc. pl. tekniva; in our lit. only in the voc. 
pl., used by Jesus in familiar, loving address to his 

disciples, or by a Christian apostle or teacher to his 

spiritual children”
43
; “This is a nursery term for a 

‘small child.’ In the NT it occurs only in 

affectionate address”
44
; “a little child…used only 

figuratively in the N.T., and always in the plural. It 

is found frequently in 1 John…It is a term of 

affection by a teacher to his disciples under 

circumstances requiring a tender appeal…the 

Apostle John used it in warning believers against 

spiritual dangers”
45
] fulavxate [“act. watch, 

guard, defend…guard, protect w. acc. someone or 

someth. tinav someone…tinav w. a predicate 

acc.”
46
; “to guard, watch, keep”

47
; “The active 

voice fulassete…with the reflexive accents the 
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need of effort on their part. Idolatry was 

everywhere and the peril was 

great.”
48
] eJauta; ajpo; tw'n eijdwvlwn [“Strictly, 

‘images.’  The command, however, has apparently 

the wider Pauline sense, to guard against 

everything which occupies the place due to 

God.”
49
; “through metonymy the image and the 

deity or divinity alleged to be represented are freq. 

associated in such manner that the image factor is 

less significant than the component of unreality or 

spuriousness of what is 

represented…fabricated/imaged deity, idol…keep 

oneself fr. deified illusions or ghosts {i.e. views of 

God that are divorced from the truth of God’s self-

revelation in Jesus Christ; in contrast to this 

ajlhvqeia, the ei]dwla are but phantoms in the Gr-

Rom. sense of the term}”
50
; “an unreal 

supernatural being - ‘false god.’…‘keep 

yourselves away from false gods’ 1 Jn 5.21. A 

‘false god’ may be rendered as ‘that which seems 

to be a god.’ In 1 Jn 5.21 one may speak of ‘those 

that seem to be gods but really are not.’ It is also 

possible, however, to interpret ei[dwlon in 1 Jn 
5.21 as being simply an idol.”

51
; “primarily a 

phantom or likeness {from eidos, an appearance, 
lit., that which is seen}, or an idea, fancy, denotes 

in the N.T…the false god worshipped in an 

image”
52
; “This means ‘picture,’ ‘copy.’ It can be 

used for images of gods, but is not the usual term 

for cultic images {or human statues}. When used 

for images, the idea is that of a reflection of the 

deity. The term can also denote shades or 

apparitions {beings in the underworld are only 

copies of people}. Another sense is the image 

evoked by an object {which may be illusory}.”
53
; 

“false god, idol…keep oneself fr. idols”
54
]). 

 This is a serious final command, as John 

tenderly addressed his readers one last with the 

expression, “Little children.” Then came the 

command, “guard (fulavxate aorist, active, 

imperative) yourselves from idols,” i.e., “views of 

God that are divorced from the truth of God’s self-
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revelation in Jesus Christ; in contrast to this 

ajlhvqeia, the ei]dwla are but phantoms in the Gr-

Rom. sense of the term.”
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III Conclusion 

 The gods of the antichrists were idols, and 

they consisted of Jesus eviscerated of either His 

humanity or His deity, more often the latter. 

Believers could protect themselves from such 

idols and this idolatry by maintaining a sound 

Christology of Jesus being all of man and all of 

God in one person, “the true God and eternal life.” 
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